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is made by laying dishes on the platform before his
little palace, lighting a pair of candles and burning a
bundle of incense as an invocation.
At the end of the year, the twenty-fourth day of the
twelfth month, a farewell sacrifice will be made.
This sacrifice consists of a big feast and takes place in
the front room. After the feast the paper inscription
will be burnt with the pine sticks and a paper chair.
Through the fire, as indicated by the flame, the god
returns back to heaven. In this annual audience with
the emperor, he will make a report about his findings
on the particular house in his charge. Based on the
report, the fortune of the household will be decided.
The criterion for pleasing and displeasing the god, a
very important daily control of human behaviour, is
the observance and non-observance of certain taboos*
A full list of taboos does not exist in a precise form, but
a vague feeling of fear of supernatural interference in
daily life due to displeasing actions is definitely found
in everyday occurrence. As far as I was able to note,
those taboos fall into three categories. The first is
based on reverence for rice. Rice should not be
trampled underfoot or wasted. Even sour rice should
not be thrown away carelessly. The proper manner
is to eat all the rice cooked. If this cannot be done,
it must be thrown into the river in order to feed the
fish* The second category of taboo is connected with
the sense of dirt in sex matters. All the things and
activities connected with sex must be cleared up outside
the kitchen. Women during menstruation should not
touch anything on the platform of the .kitchen god.
The third category is connected with respect for learn-
ing. Any paper with written characters of any kind,
even newspapers, should be collected carefully and

